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1 of 1 review helpful A masterpiece of modern fiction By Rachel G Hands down one of the best books I ve ever read it 
reads the way a painting looks That may sounds ridiculous but Horn s writing style is incredibly lyrical without being 
lofty She includes many easter eggs of Jewish tradition and teachings for those who are familiar to pick up along the 
way I have never before felt like a book was written for me but T Nothing short of amazing Entertainment Weekly A 
million dollar Chagall is stolen from a museum during a singles cocktail hour The unlikely thief former child prodigy 
Benjamin Ziskind is convinced that the painting once hung in his parents living room This work of art opens a door 
through which we discover his family s startling history from an orphanage in Soviet Russia where Chagall taught to 
suburban New Jersey and the jung com Following in the footsteps of her breakout debut In the Image Dara Horn s 
second novel The World to Come is an intoxicating combination of mystery spirituality redemption piety and passion 
Using a real life art heist as her starting 
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the first page of the novel huck discusses events that have occurred since the end of the adventures of tom sawyer the 
novel in dune is a 1965 epic science fiction novel by american author frank herbert originally published as two 
separate serials in analog magazine it tied with roger 
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